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Celebrating Success;
Planning for Improvement
By now, most parents will have read the
report of the inspection of the Academy
which was carried out in October. If you
have not yet had chance to read it,
you can find it on our website at
www.macclesfieldacademy.org/
join-us/ofsted-performance-tablesexam-results.
As you will see, the report identifies
and celebrates many aspects of
the Academy’s culture and ethos
which mean that 95% of the parents
who completed the survey for the
inspectors told them that they would
recommend the Academy to a friend.
For example, inspectors singled out the
good behaviour and attitude to learning
shown by students in lessons, the care
and pride they take over their work,
the way in which they are prepared
for life in modern Britain, the fact that
the Academy is a calm place where
students are polite and have positive
relationships with one another and
with staff and our good work
to promote students’ personal
development and wellbeing.
The report also praised many aspects
of the provision we make to maximise
our students’ academic success
including the breadth and quality
of our curriculum and its success in
meeting students’ needs, the culture of
reading in the Academy, the quality of
questioning in lessons and the level of
thinking and reasoning that results, the

outcomes for our most
able pupils and the strong
progress being made by
students in Years 9 and 10.
It is these features of our
work, among many others,
that enabled our students
to make the fastest progress
in Cheshire East in both 2015
and 2016.
However, we were acutely aware that
our results in 2017 were not as good
as those in previous years and we fully
accept the finding of the report that
there are aspects of our work which
require improvement. As you will see
from the plans set out in the centre
pages, we have already been hard at
work to address the issues raised in
the report while still holding fast to the
many strengths of the Academy which
are reflected in the comments from
parents which can be found inserted
throughout this newsletter.

a vibrant community, personalising
the curriculum to meet their needs
and enriching their experience so they
are prepared in the best possible way
for whatever the future may hold.
I wish you all a very Happy Christmas.

RICHARD HEDGE
Headteacher

It is important that parents are fully
involved in this process and, so that
everyone has the opportunity to ask
questions about the report and discuss
our plans for improvement, we shall
hold a special Parents’ Forum on
Thursday 18th January at 7.00 in the
school hall. I do hope you will be able to
join us for this important event.
In the meantime, we shall carry on with
the day to day business of welcoming
each and every one of our students into
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We would like to invite parents and friends to a special

PARENTS’ FORUM on Thursday 18th January 2018 at
7.00pm to discuss the Academy’s recent OFSTED report
You will have the opportunity to ask questions about the report
and discuss our plans for improvement.
We do hope that you will be able to join us for this important event.
Refreshments will be available.

ROTARY CLUB COMMUNITY AWARDS
Miss Halsall recently met with John
Sherwood, the Chair of Youth Services
for the Rotary Club. The Rotary Club
has kindly agreed to fund a number
of awards for students who go above
and beyond in the community. Every
term, we will be looking to reward

students for their endeavours in the
communities in which they live. If
you know of any of our students who
are making a difference to their own
community, please drop us a line or
email head@macclesfieldacademy.
org to nominate them for an award

letting us know what they are doing
and how you feel they are making a
difference to the community in which
they live. Awards assemblies are
planned for 25th and 26th January.

RISING TO THE CHALLENGE

We recently celebrated the successes of Years 7 and 8 for the first
half term of the school year. Many of the achievements were for
students demonstrating our core values of using the power of
positive thought, achieving and promoting excellence in the
classroom and maintaining high standards of ethics and behaviour.
Our students had demonstrated resilience and determination
to take on challenges, often succeeding but never giving
up if it did not go right for them first time. It is well
known that attendance is key to success and excellent
outcomes, and we were delighted, therefore, to praise all
our students with 100% attendance. Well done to all the
students nominated.
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“I was
disappointed to
see the OFSTED
report as this is
not the school
I recognise. My
daughter in Year 10
has thrived at the
school in a way I do
not believe she would
have elsewhere. My
younger daughter is
looking forward to
joining you in Year 7
next September”

info@macclesfieldacademy.org
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ANNUAL CONCERT
One of the highlights in the Academy
calendar, our Annual Concert, is fast
approaching and promises to be just
as amazing as in previous years!
Our students have been rehearsing
enthusiastically for many weeks and
another stunning display of their
many musical talents is therefore
guaranteed!
Our concerts always provide a
fantastic opportunity for students
from all year groups to showcase
their talents to family members,
friends and governors with an
evening of both group and solo

performances. This year will
be no exception! As usual, a
varied programme is planned
which will feature a variety of
popular and Christmas songs
performed by both staff and
students. All our students,
regardless of experience, have
been given the opportunity
to take part and we are very
pleased that so many of them wish
to do so. As always, our concert is a
team effort and our sincere thanks
go to Mr Rodgers and the staff and
students involved for

the individual parts they are playing
to ensure another memorable and
hugely enjoyable evening.

FARADAY CHALLENGE
A team of Year 8 students were chosen to enter a STEM competition,
The Faraday Challenge, hosted by Fallibroome Academy. The students
worked through some problem solving and design tasks to make a
model with moving parts and electronic components. Our students were
incredibly enthusiastic and entered into the challenge with determination
and a desire to do well. All six students worked brilliantly well with each
other, swapping ideas, trialling suggestions and even had the
odd constructive debate!
The students had to present their idea in a spoken presentation, each of them playing a part. They were
competing against 5 other schools, and each school was questioned at the end of their presentation by staff
and students alike. We didn’t come away with the coveted winning Amazon vouchers, but found the whole day
an exciting and rewarding experience. It was a pleasure to watch our students’ ideas come to fruition, and we
are very proud of their achievements.

FUNDRAISING
During a cold November weekend, Michael
Abruzzi (Y8) spent his free time making and
selling ‘loom bands’ to raise funds for the
Naserian Children’s Home, in Kenya. This
was entirely on his own initiative and he
raised an amazing £50.
Macclesfield Academy has been supporting the
Naserian Children’s Home for several years now.
Two members of staff have spent their summers
there as volunteers in recent years and Miss Renn,
our former Design Technology teacher, is currently
spending a year volunteering at the children’s home and
is loving it.
Michael has even had a “thank you” email from children at
the home. His £50 will make a big difference to them and
he is to be congratulated on giving up his own time to help
children less fortunate than himself. Very well done, Michael!

www.macclesfieldacademy.org

“I have a son at
the Academy who struggled
academically at primary school,
hence our apprehension that this
would continue on into high school.
Subsequently, we couldn’t have
been more wrong. The progress he
has made has been solely down
to the support and help he has
received from some extremely
dedicated teachers”

info@macclesfieldacademy.org
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EXPEDITION REPORT!
Expeditions are a life-changing experience, a chance for young people
to go on a fun and educational journey with their friends. Most
expedition destinations are in developing countries, allowing students
to not only experience stunning parts of the world but also witness
a very different way of life, often with the chance to immerse
themselves in the culture through project work. Recent years
have seen our students in Indonesia, Malawi and Costa Rica.
Here is our students’ report following their three week expedition
to Southern India in summer 2017.
Jack Savage writes: “The expedition cost £3000 each, which
was a lot of fundraising, but we did have two years to do this.
We raised money individually, and as a team”.
Pat Wood described the first project with Planet Kerela.
“We were shocked at the accommodation as it had nothing
but a few metal beds and a bucket to wash in – but the
people we met there were amazing. We helped to construct
a much needed toilet block for the school, moving earth and
fetching the cement. Each break and after school we played
with the children – cricket, football, singing songs as well as
them teaching us ‘Kabadi’ their national sport. Each night
we were presented with an array of delicious food including
dahl (dahl also for breakfast and lunch) and wonderful
battered bananas”.
Henry Moores described the R&R part of the expedition as follows. “After staying in the most basic accommodation,
without hot running water or “real” toilets, we were in for a nice surprise when we boarded our houseboat. We had
bowls of fresh fruit, light (which didn’t run out!) and en-suite showers with hot water. We even had our own chef!
We sailed up the wide canals, with paddy fields at the sides and out into an open lake. You couldn’t see the other side
– you couldn’t tell it was a lake and we felt like we were at sea. We stopped off at the fish market, and the chef let us
choose prawns. This was delicious after five days of eating dahl! We went out in a canoe down the very
narrow canals and saw locals bathing in the waters and washing their clothes and pans”.
Oliver St Leger described their visit to the highest tea plantation in the world. “We travelled
everywhere in a convoy of jeeps. We took a long, steep walk through the plantation, without
realising how high up we were until we climbed out from the mist. Once we reached the top
we took a moment to take it all in. We had a tour round the factory and were taught how
the different teas were made”.
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Jack Savage described the sleeper train they caught from Coimbatore to
Chennai. “I enjoyed this so much as I got to talk to local people. I met a
judge, called Roshan, travelling to meet his daughter at Madras Medical
School. There was also an old man sleeping on the bunk beneath me,
who didn’t speak English. When we woke he had lost one of his sandals.
We did help him look for it, but it had gone. Luckily for him I had Henry’s
spare pair in my bag – and I gave them to him. He was really pleased”.

“I am writing
to thank you and your
staff for helping my son
to make such a positive
start to his secondary
education. He comes
home ready to talk about
new discoveries and areas
of interest in his lessons
every day”

For the final week of their expedition our students spent
time in the city of Chennai. Amy Reed described their visit
as follows. “At this project the children lived in the slums, in
buildings made from scrap metal, and where children slept
outside as the houses aren’t big enough for the whole family.
Joshua and Angeline run an after-school project where
children can have help with homework as often their parents
can’t read or write. They also had time to play, which doesn’t
happen often in their daily lives as a lot are expected to
work. After an amazing week of seeing happy children, some
stayed behind to tell us their personal stories. Some of the
things we heard were distressing and made the whole team
realise how easy our lives are compared to theirs.

It made us all appreciate that in helping them to enjoy
life we had made a difference. I think everyone enjoyed
the 5 am wake-up to play football with the boys from
the project”.
Ms Lucas and Ms McDowall, who accompanied the
students on the India Trip, said what an amazing
expedition it had been and how they felt the students
had returned changed by their experience. Ms Lucas
said: “hopefully this has given the students the
motivation to travel to other places” and Ms McDowall
added: “I’m very proud of our students for the way they
handled themselves in what was very much out of
everyone’s comfort zone”.

www.macclesfieldacademy.org
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PLANNING
FOR IMPROVEMENT
When we opened the Academy
back in 2011, we committed to a
journey of continuous improvement.
As well as highlighting many of
our strengths as outlined on our
website and on the front page of
this newsletter, our recent OFSTED
report identified some areas where
further improvement was required.
As Academy leaders, staff and

governors, we have embraced the
challenge of addressing these issues
and have already initiated a wide
range of actions. Here we set out
both some of the steps that we have
already taken and our plans for the
New Year. Please do join us at our
Parents’ Forum on 18th January
to discuss all of these ideas in
more detail.

YEAR 7 CATCH UP FUNDING
As the report suggests, the progress of those of our children who arrive in Year
7 below the expected level has already begun to improve markedly. Indeed,
the “Proof of Progress” tests taken by children all over the country in 201617 show that the progress made by our children in English was as good as
any nationally. Similarly, over three quarters of our Year 7 students made or
exceeded their expected rate of progress last year. However, we want to do
even better than this and have initiated a full scale review of all aspects of the
provision we make for these children. This will include examination of both the
teaching our children who have previously struggled in Maths and/or English
receive in the classroom and the extra interventions we provide for them.

IMPROVING OUTCOMES FOR THE DISADVANTAGED
Almost a third of our students meet one or more of the
criteria for disadvantage. In 2015 these children at the
Academy made faster progress than other students
across the country as a whole. Since then, however,
their performance has dipped and inspectors were
right to identify this as a priority for action. Working
with a National Leader of Education we have rewritten
our strategy for working with these students so that
it has a clearer focus on the teaching they receive, the
interventions we put in place for them as individuals or as

small groups and the whole Academy approaches which
are designed to promote their achievement. As a result,
next term will see significant changes to the way the
attendance of these students is managed, to the support
they receive in literacy and to the mentoring given to
students as they approach their GCSE exams. We have
also commissioned an external review of this aspect
of our work which will take place in January in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of our plan and the way it is
being implemented.

PROMOTING GRAMMAR
Inspectors recognised the impact of our literacy programmes in relation
to both reading and spelling. They also said that the next step was
to focus on students’ grammar. As a result we have modified our
monitoring frameworks for both observing lessons and for reviewing
student work so that we have a sharper focus on the guidance students
are given and any patterns of mistakes they are making. This will enable
us to work in the course of the New Year to develop a strategy for
promoting grammar across the curriculum.
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IMPROVING OUTCOMES IN MATHS
Having outperformed the national progress rates in
maths in 2014 and 2015, our outcomes have been
less good in the last two years and, even before
the inspection, we had embarked on a detailed
programme of improvements to teaching, learning
and assessment in maths. Members of the maths
team have already:
• undertaken training on good practice in relation to
all aspects of the National Teaching Standards;
• redefined our expectations for work at all nine of the
new GCSE grades;
• undertaken training with the exam board to align

our teaching more closely with the requirements
of the new GCSE;
• c ompletely overhauled our programme of in year
assessments; and
•p
 iloted with Year 9 a new system of question level
feedback for students and parents so that students
can focus on topics most in need of improvement.
Over the next term we will “roll out” these feedback
changes to Year 7 and Year 8 as well as continuing
to implement the whole Academy “triple challenge”
strategy to increase the rigour of lesson planning,
homework and feedback.

CHALLENGING TEACHING
Inspectors recognised that there was a good deal of
challenging teaching in the Academy but felt that it was
not yet consistent enough. A key focus of our staff training
day in October was to introduce the concept of the triple
challenge so that we would focus on:
• challenge in lessons so that every lesson has an explicit
challenge built in for every student;
• challenge in homework so that every homework set has
an explicit challenge which is clearly shown on Show My
Homework; and
• challenge in feedback so that every piece of written
feedback identifies a challenging next step or a
challenge task for each student.

We have been monitoring
the implementation of
this triple challenge since
half term and held an
additional training session
to identify strategies
for increasing challenge
across the Academy.
While there are still some
hurdles to overcome in January,
we are confident that the approach we have taken has
already had a real impact on students’ experience across
the curriculum.

IMPROVING ATTENDANCE
As the report makes clear, our attendance overall last year was in line with the
national average. However, the attendance of our disadvantaged students is
too low and the proportion of them whose attendance is below 90% too high.
To address these issues we have undertaken a complete overhaul of the strategies
we use to promote good attendance for all of our students and to intervene,
whether by letter or by calling a meeting, when their attendance dips too low. We
have also begun devising Attendance Focus Plans and allocating key workers to
support all of our vulnerable students whose attendance needs to improve. Our
work within the Academy will be enhanced by more effective working with the
Cheshire East Education Welfare Service and by much greater coordination of
attendance management across the four Macclesfield secondary schools.

MONITORING
We need to do better at monitoring the implementation of our plans and
evaluating their impact. At the level of subject teams, we have introduced a
termly monitoring calendar to record the outcomes of lesson observations,
reviews of student work, homework surveys, assessment standardisation
and student progress analyses. At the whole Academy level, governors have
introduced a completely new set of performance indicators which will enable
us to track the impact of our actions through the whole of next year.
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IN THE EVENT OF BAD WEATHER...

In the event of deterioration in the weather during the day or overnight, parents/carers
are recommended to check the Academy website at www.macclesfieldacademy.org to
find out the latest information regarding potential closure.
IF THERE IS NO ANNOUNCEMENT, THE ACADEMY IS OPEN.
If your child does not come into school and the school is open this would count as an
unauthorised absence. Please do not assume that The Academy will be closed just
because other schools in the area are closed. Whilst Silk FM Radio on 106.9FM will
report school closure, parents/carers should check the Academy website for the
latest information.
Please ensure that students walking to The Academy in icy weather are wearing
suitable shoes.

ECO SCHOOLS by Willow Kidd (8AJJ)
“In Enrichment, 19 students in Years 8 and
9 have been part of an award called ecoschools. In eco-schools, we have been:
organising two litter picks to decrease the
amount of litter around; we made an ecoboard to keep all our information; we also
did an environmental survey and we did a
bird watch and made posters.
In eco-schools we aim to make our school
cleaner and make people aware of what
is going on and what we can all do to
help. We have been trying to increase the
amount of garden waste composted and
recycle more. It can help deliver OFSTED requirements and links to the national
curriculum. As well as this you can save lots of money too. There are 17,900
schools involved and they have saved enough money to buy 350 books in a year.
901,000 bottles of water have been saved altogether.
Being part of eco-schools can help animals that are dying or are about to die
because when we drop our litter the birds eat it and they can’t digest it so
it gets stuck in their stomach and they die of hunger. They are not as smart
as us and they think that the litter is food; if it is a sausage roll packet then
they can smell the food and it is worse. It takes just 100 pieces of litter to
kill a bird. A plastic bottle can last 1000 years so next time you are about to
drop a Radnor fizz bottle or any other piece of litter just STOP, and think.
Is an animal’s life or any other wildlife going to die painfully because of my
selfishness?
Personally, I found eco-schools a big eye opener because I never knew
that if I dropped bottles and litter it would end up in an animal’s stomach
and consequently kill them. Sam Moss thinks it is a chance to improve the
school and make us more environmentally friendly as a school. David Wolff
thinks that it is good because we know what is happening around us. Jess
Henshall thinks eco-schools is good and will help our environment become
a better place”.
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“My son left
primary school with
a number of concerns
about how hard he would
find high school. He has
had some hard struggles
on the way, especially
in maths. I now see
a confident and
enthused child”
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GCSE PRESENTATION EVENING
On Thursday 30th November we welcomed back the
class of 2017 and their families to celebrate their
achievements at our annual GCSE presentation
evening. Our guest speaker on the evening was
Tony Togneri who is an avid supporter of the school
and worked individually with many of the students
throughout their time at the Academy. As well as
presenting the students with their GCSE certificates,
we also presented some special awards. The winners
on the night included:
• The Jim Shields Art Award was presented to
Molly Rowbotham
• The Sportsman of the Year Award went to
Colin Midgley

• Outstanding Academic Achievement Awards went
to Andrea Ciocoi and Colin Midgley

• The Sportswoman of the Year Award went to
Rebekah Nesbit

• Outstanding Progress Awards went to
Mya Tomlinson and Fraser Maddocks

DODGEBALL TOURNAMENT
“Our Dodgeball tournament on Wednesday 29th November, raised £140!
This tournament was in aid of Macmillan Cancer Support that helps and
advises families with a loved one with cancer or people who have lost
someone to cancer.
On the day there were 36 students playing and 12 teachers. But we had
an addition of about 50 spectators who supported their friends. In the
end, Teacher Team A won the competition after a hard fought match
against the Green Team.
We would like to thank all the participants and spectators for donating
to such an amazing charity. But we would like to specially thank Mr
Robinson for allowing us to use the sports hall and to Miss Jerome
for promoting this event”.
By David Wolff and Max Beaumont (Year 9)

THE JOURNEY OF OUR
SPONSORED 22 MILE BIKE RIDE
“We met up at 10 o’clock at Jay’s house and adjusted the seats, ready for
action. We set off and went alongside Bollington canal. It was cold and
very snowy so the ride was very hard and challenging but we persevered,
very resilient. It took 4 hours but it was all worth it as we collected £100
that we will be giving to the East Cheshire Hospice charity. We thank
our sponsors very warmly for their support”.
By Jack Fairweather and Jay Stanier (Year 9)

www.macclesfieldacademy.org
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“My son
feels secure in
your school. He
knows exactly who
to approach if he
worried for himse is
someone else. He lf or
says maths is on now
his favourite subj e of
ects.
Your staff have be
described as “fun en
“interesting” and ny”,
ev
“motivational”. en
(My son’s words
I
assure you)”
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SCIENCE
A lot has been happening in the science department this term…
Year 11 have been revising their
knowledge of the circulatory
system using a dissection of
the heart to identify the
structures within it.

Year 10 have been learning
about how genes can create
different characteristics.
Using sweets as their physical
characteristics they looked at
the effect of gene combinations
and created very different
marshmallow monsters.
Year 7 used their homework to learn
about the structure of cells. They
completed the task in 3D, 2D and in a
variety of materials – including cake!
The cells look amazing.

“I want a school
that values all its
students for who they
are, that has happy and
confident students and
helps those with special
educational needs the Academy does
all of that”
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LINKS WITH
PRIMARY SCHOOLS
Science

Ivy Bank pupils have been visiting the Academy this
autumn. They have been learning about heating and
cooling, electricity and Year 2 came in to learn about the
effect of adaptations to how we survive cold. They used
thermometers to test whether insulation and huddling
actually helped organisms to stay warm.

PE

Miss Harrison, PE teacher, has organised some fantastic events for our feeder primary schools this term. These include:
• a Tag Rugby competition in September for Year 5 and 6 pupils;
• two Little Champs festivals for Year 1 pupils in October;
• a Girls’ Football competition for Years 5 and 6 and two Multi-Skills events for Year 2 during November; and
• a Pop Lacrosse tournament in December.
Here are a few of the highlights.
GIRLS’ FOOTBALL
On 2nd November Macclesfield Academy held a football competition for Year 5 and
6 girls from our local primary schools. The afternoon was a huge success and all
participants had a great time. Miss Harrison would like to thank everybody involved in
the event and in particular The Academy students: Jack Barlow and Callum Culkin for
refereeing the matches and Morgan Willock and Georgia Brunt for taking charge of the
scoring system.
The results were as follows:
1st Place: Ivy Bank
2nd Place: Ash Grove
3rd Place: Parkroyal and Gawsworth
TRAMPOLINING
On 21st November, pupils from Ash Grove came to Macclesfield
Academy as part of a reward for the house with the most points.
Pupils were able to learn new skills and create routines on the
trampoline. Year 7 Macclesfield Academy students (also former
Ash Grove pupils) Demi-Leigh Longden, Shauna-Mo Hallworth
and Leah Hallworth helped with the event and supported the
children in progressing their skills.

MULTI SKILLS
Thank you and “well done” to the students who led
multi-skills activities for over 230 Year 2 students on
two occasions during November. Pupils from Ash Grove,
Parkroyal, Ivy Bank, Hollinhey, Gawsworth and Wincle
primary schools took part and the event was a great
success due to the organisational skills of our students.

www.macclesfieldacademy.org
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SPORT
GIRLS’ FOOTBALL
Huge congratulations to Holly Davies (Year 7)
on being selected for the U12 Crewe Alexandra
Football Club team.
Miss Harrison would like to say a big WELL DONE to
the KS3 girls’ football team who played against All
Hallows on 14th November. Although it was a 2-1
defeat the girls played amazingly well and should be
proud of their performance.
WELL DONE too to the Year 7 girls’ football team who
competed in a 5 a side competition at Poynton High
School on 29th November with the following results.
Macclesfield Academy 5-0 Poynton
Macclesfield Academy 1-1 Wilmslow
Macclesfield Academy 1-3 All Hallows

NETBALL

Our netball teams have enjoyed success this
term. In September they played matches against
Alderley Edge and Tytherington. During October, their
matches against Chapel-en-le Frith resulted in wins
by both Team 7a and Team 8. Later in the month,
Team 7a won their match against All Hallows.

Team 7a

Team 8

RUGBY

Enthusiastic students have braved the pouring November rain and cold
at our after school rugby club. Our thanks go to Mr Hogg of Macclesfield
Rugby Club who has been coaching our students.
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“Looking
back on
our son’s
time at
Macclesfield
Academy we
are pleased
to say that we
made the
right choice”

01625 383100

“Thank you
for what you do.
Thank you for making
my son and his parents
proud to be part of
the Macclesfield
Academy”

CRICKET

Well done to the U15s
indoor cricket team
who competed in a
tournament at Poynton
High School recently.

MACCLESFIELD CROSS
COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS
On 1st November, students from the
Academy took part in the Macclesfield
Cross Country Championships and
it was a great afternoon. The PE
Department would like to say a big
thank you to the students from Year
7 to Year 11 who took part in this
competition. Many congratulations to
the following students who have been

selected to represent the district on
Saturday 3rd February 2018.
Minor Boys
• 1st Place - Fabian Thompson (Y7)
Minor Girls
• Top 16 - Holly Hurst (Y7)
Inter Boys
• Louis Pinnell-Sharp (Y11)

FOOTBALL

The Year 7 football team had their first fixture against
Eaton Bank on 29th November. Although they lost
they dominated the first half and deserved more
from the game. They are looking forward to their
next fixture against Chapel-en-le-Frith!!
Well done to our Year 8 football team on their recent
impressive 4–2 away win over Poynton High School.
The Year 7s were unlucky on this occasion but, if they
continue working hard, their next win will soon come!

Our Year 7 Football Team

Our Yea

r 8 Foo

tball Te
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PE STUDENTS OF THE MONTH
Girls

Boys

Y7

Y8

Y9

Y10

Y11

Sep-17

Rosie Dawes

Ella Randles

Hannah Whyte

Neve Summerton

Amy Reed

Oct-17

Chloe Moore

Chloe Rowe

Jodie O'Brien

Lily Adshead

Maddi Riseley

Nov-17

Holly Hurst

Poppy Moores

Nadida Adam

Katie Vaughan

Georgia Clarke

Sep-17

Fabian Thompson

Sarosh Zaman

David Wolff

James Beech

Josh Hanaghan

Oct-17

Noah Bourne

Jack Bracegirdle

Ben Ward

Jack Barlow

Rob Rowson

Nov-17

Alex Barnes

Charlie Hogg

Ryan Rowe

Will Richardson

Matt Smith

www.macclesfieldacademy.org
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FAREWELL AND HELLO
As usual at the end of term, we are saying goodbye to some colleagues who
will not be returning in January. This year, Mrs Emily Underhill, Miss Kady
Harrison and Mrs Emma Dickinson all start their maternity leave and
we wish them all the very best at this very special time in their lives.
Miss Rachel Hewitt leaves us following a period of maternity cover
in maths for Miss Ashlie Boydell who we are delighted to welcome
back following her own maternity leave. Finally, we say a sad
farewell to Mrs Margaret Proctor, one of our Teaching Assistants,
who has supported students of the Macclesfield Academy and
its predecessor schools since 1998. Hundreds of students have
benefited from Mrs Proctor’s support during that time and we
all wish her well for the future.
We are pleased to welcome Mrs Rachel Hooper who joins the art
department in January to cover Mrs Underhill’s maternity leave.
Interviews for our remaining vacancies will take place before
the end of term.

“Our son has
progressed very
well academically
and, most
importantly to us,
has maintained
an enthusiasm
to learn. He has
developed a stro
n
interest in music,g
and we greatly
appreciate the
opportunity to
have guitar lesson
whilst at school” s

Notices

DIARY DATES
WEEK A or WEEK B?
8-12 Jan

Week B

Monday 8th January School re-opens

15-19 Jan

Week A

Wednesday 10th January Pathways Evening

22-26 Jan

Week B

Thursday 18th January Parents’ Forum
Wednesday 24th January Y8 Parents’ Evening

29 Jan-2 Feb

Week A

5-9 Feb

Week B

Friday 16th February School closes for half-term

12-16 Feb

Week A

Monday 26th February School re-opens

HALF TERM

Wednesday 28th February REVIEW DAY

10
14

EVENTS

Wednesday 7th February PHSEE & Citizenship Day

10 MPH SPEED LIMIT AND ONE WAY SYSTEM ON
THE MACCLESFIELD LEARNING ZONE

For the safety of all our students and visitors, please adhere
to the 10mph speed limit and one way system throughout
the Learning Zone campus

www.macclesfieldacademy.org

info@macclesfieldacademy.org

01625 383100

IMPORTANT DATES
FOR YOUR DIARY
PATHWAYS EVENING - Wednesday 10th January 2018
We will be launching our 2018 Pathways programme for all
students in Years 8, 9 and 10. On the evening we will provide
guidance for students and parents, as well as recommending
routes for students to follow during their time at the Academy.

“Our son enjoys
the various enrichment
activities, including
the recent Rollercoaster
Challenge. But, mostly
importantly for us as
parents, he has developed
new friendships and
always comes
home smiling”

REVIEW DAY – Wednesday 28th February 2018
As in previous years, the school day will be collapsed and everyone
will be given a fifteen minute appointment when you can speak
with Form Tutors about the progress students have made so far.
The main focus of the meeting will be a student presentation on their
achievements to date and their goals for the remainder of the year.

TERM DATES 2017/18

Close after school on

Re-open on

Christmas

Wednesday 20th December 2017

Monday 8th January 2018

Mid-Term

Friday 16th February 2018

Monday 26th February 2018

Easter

Thursday 29th March 2018

Monday 16th April 2018

May Day

Friday 4th May 2018

Tuesday 8th May 2018

Mid-Term

Friday 25th May 2018

Monday 4th June 2018

Summer

Wednesday 25th July 2018
Staff Training Days : Thursday and Friday 21st and 22nd June 2018.

PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL FAMILY HOLIDAYS ARE BOOKED OUTSIDE OF THESE TERM DATES

Join our lottery and help make this our best year ever!
A GUARANTEED prize to one of our supporters every week!
A further chance of winning £25,000 in a separate draw every week!
Tickets only cost £1 per week!
Support our school and win prizes – WIN WIN!
TO START SUPPORTING, VISIT www.YourSchoolLottery.co.uk and search for Macclesfield

Hurry! There has never been a better time to join
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